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CONTROL SYSTEM

Time : 3 Hours Tbtal Marl<s : 100

Note : Attempt all the questions.

l. Attempt any four of the following : (4x5=20)

(a) Find the transfer function for armature controlled d.c.

motor by mathematical modelling.

(b) For the system represented by the following equations,

find the transfer function X(s)Ar(s) by signal flow graph

technique :

' x:Xr * pru, x', =--tL,x, +L+ Fru, x'r=-.crrx, * F,u

(c) Find the sensitivity of the overall transfer function of the

system shown in Figure I with respectto (i) forward path

transfer function, (ii) feedback path transfer function. The

value of co is I .2 rad/sec.
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2.

(d) Briefly write about the historical development of control

system as a branch of Engineering. Also compare open

Ioop and closed loop control system.

(e) Obtain the transfer function C/R for the block diagram

shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2

Attempt any four parts of the following : (4x5=20)

(a) Derive the expressions for the rise time (t,) and peak time

for the second order control system.

(b) For a system having ffi:E*; find its time

response specifications and expression for output.

(c) Determine K, so that E:0.6. Find the corresponding time

domain specification for system shown in Figure 3.

R(s) c(s)
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' (d) Define the following:
(i) Delaytime
(iD Rise time

(iii) Peak time

(iv) Peak overshoot

(v) Settling time (t )
(e) For a system having :

G(s)H(s)=GTHue

find:
(i) type of the system

(ii) static error constants

(iii) error due to input f t'.

(a) Describe the working principle of ac servomotors. Also

eipress its transfer function and draw its characteristics

curye.

(b) Sketch the root locus diagram for the feedback control

system having following open loop transfer function.

AssumeK>0from0tooo:

c(rl =---[G-I?L-
s(s+l)(s'+4s+8)

(c) For a unity feedback system having forward transfer

function C1r;=---5- determinetherange '',
s(1+ 0.6s)(l + 0.4s) - 

'

of values of K, marginal value of K, and frequency of
sustained oscillation. t
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4. .Attempt any two parts of the following : Qxl0e20)
(a) Determine the frequency domain specifications for a

. )1<
secondorder system with unity feedback and G (s) = ift

(b) Establish the correlation between the frequency domain

and time domain specifications for a second order system.

(c) Aunityfeedbackcontrol system tns G(s) =
s(s+4)(s+10)

5"

Draw the Bode Plot. Find K when the system is marginally
stable.

Attempt any two parts of the following : (2x10=20)

(a) Discuss the advantages and disadvantages of Bode Plot.

Also find the polar plot of G(s) =
t4

s(s+l)(s+2)

Discuss the effects of lead compensation with its
limitations. Firid the maximum phase shift that can be

obtained from lead compensator:

1+0.12sc.ts)=r*664s'

Find the controllability and observability of the system

described by the state equation :

[*,-l [: ol[*,-l IolI l=l ll l+l lu
Lo, l lz all*, 1 L,l

y:[10]x.
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